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Grammy Award winner Andy Wallace knows a bit about music. He has mixed 
some of the most prolific artists over the last twenty years including Nirvana, 
Rage Against The Machine, Perfect Circle, System of the Down and Linkin Park. 
Wallace decided to mix the track Fifty Dollars because "Rejectionist Front is more 
than a happening band with a smokin sound, they are that rare band that also has 
something important to say."  
 
Rejectionist Front has become a global phenomenon.  Warlock Asylum 
 
Filled with fast paced, heavy guitar riffs and powerful baritone vocals – every 
song is set to kick you off your seat… The impactful lyrics and anthemic rock 
music are enough for you to have a really great time...I do see this band filling 
and playing big arenas.   Vents Magazine 
 
Rejectionist Front should be placed in the category of modern musical 
trendsetters…Fight-For-Your-Right anthem for this day & age.   Skope Magazine  
 
Plenty of power in it and you’ll be moving with the beat almost as soon as you 
press play. Music Industry News Network  
 
An extremely talented circle of indie musicians…They give the listeners 
something they can feel in their soul and relate to.   Hotblock Magazine  
 
These guys are here to stay and thank God.  ActOne Magazine 
 
Rejectionist Front is a driven rock band with a passion for hard-hitting, groove-
heavy alternative rock. Their music echoes the work of forward-thinking groups 
such as Rage Against The Machine, Alice In Chain or Led Zeppelin, going for a 
riff-centric, big sound. The band is quickly acquiring an outstanding reputation 
due to their incendiary performances and thought-provoking lyrics. Even famed 
rock production legend Andy Wallace (Nirvana, Jeff Buckley, A Perfect Circle…) 
is a big fan of the band!   Bandcamp Diaries 
 
Fronted by politically engaged and diverse vocalist/songwriter Michael Perlman, 
Rejectionist Front stands as one of the more powerful rock bands with a social 
consciousness working in popular music today. Their second studio album 
Evolve expands upon the possibilities listeners encountered with their 
breathtaking debut thanks to musicianship and songwriting that’s worked 
mightily to incorporate more colors into its artistic spectrum…a fluid, aggressive 
modern edge brimming over with attitude…ideally tailored for modern hard rock 
radio.  Signatures In Time 
 
 
 



 
Delivering pure rock and roll vibes, we are treated with a little spice courtesy of a 
powerful vocal performance which seamlessly weaves potent rock attitude with 
rapid-fire, Hip Hop-esque flows that further pack an energetic punch into this 
already upbeat sonic assault...Their song Flush was selected as part of The 
Sound of Revolution and Reclaim is part of the Music For Occupy compilation 
featuring other socially aware artists such as Willie Nelson, Crosby and Nash, 
Jackson Browne, Patti Smith, Warren Haynes, Third Eye Blind, Our Lady Peace, 
Anti- Flag, and Tom Morello. The band has also shared stages with well known 
acts including Talib Kweli, George Clinton & P-Funk, Joan Baez, Immortal 
Technique and the Nappy Roots. They also proudly support important causes like 
Rock The Vote, Save Darfur, Wounded Warrior, the USO, Rock Against Dystrophy 
and Occupy Wall Street. Their new album Evolve maintains a focus on internal 
conflict within self, society and the struggle for positive change and permeating 
positive outlooks into a world that definitely needs it.  MTM  
 
 
Well, thankfully Rejectionist Front have put that confrontational approach back 
on the menu... The music oozes swagger and attitude, inherent menace and 
bristles with energy and whilst it is easy to see their sonic family tree passing 
back through bands such as Rage Against The Machine and The Chilli Peppers, 
such an approach never really goes out of fashion. After all there is nothing more 
exciting, than courting danger and this is indeed dangerous territory.  
Dancing About Architecture 
 
Rejectionist Front chooses a crazed chaotic energy for its jagged-edged “All I 
Am”. With a defiant punk rock attitude, the group barrels forward with a true level 
of intensity. Everything about it simply works: from the power of the percussion 
to the raw unhinged quality of the riffs that sail through it all. Vocals tie all of it 
together as they sing for the spirit of true independence, the realization of the 
self…Rejectionist Front recall some of the cleverness of the Clash’s best work. 
Layer upon layer of sound comes together into a delightful swirl, ensuring that all 
simply soars into the sky. The lyrics have a poetic quality to them as Rejectionist 
Front embarks on an epic journey.  Beachsloth  
 
Rejectionist  Front is one band that is not just rare to some, but to many are 
making important music…Non-stop cycle of motion, overflowing throughout it.  
NataliezWorld  
 
David Crosby, Patti Smith, Joan Baez, and George Clinton have chosen to 
associate themselves with this act. It is an indication of the growing respect they 
command thanks to their commitment and talent. Their second album Evolve 
picks up the first album’s mantle and carries it even further than before while still 
maintaining fidelity to the band’s gripping base sound….Songs like this are 
comparatively rare; there’s a definite storm the ramparts, call to arms quality… 
underpinned by intelligent lyrical content and a multi-faceted vocal approach that 



never fails… Perlman works in a lot of nuance into his full throated rock bray… 
Rejectionist Front’s Evolve is a wicked smart and musically astute journey.  
Unchained Music  
 
 
Rejectionist Front’s successful run has thus far seen the New York City based 
quartet place their music with both television and film productions, share bills 
with iconic artists like George Clinton and Joan Baez (among others), release a 
critically acclaimed and popular first album, and appear on important indie 
collections alongside other immensely respected artists like Patti Smith, MGMT, 
Third Eye Blind, and Jackson Browne. They’ve brought their music to respected 
NYC area venues like CBGB, the Highline Ballroom, and Webster Hall They’ve 
worked with important production figures like Grammy winner Andy Wallace, a 
pivotal player on recordings from artists as diverse as Bruce Springsteen and 
System of a Down. All of these turning points in the band’s career lead to its next 
logical step, the all-important second studio album, and the twelve song 
collection Evolve finds Rejectionist Front ascending to a new level.  
The Modern Beat  
 
Rejectionist Front’s continuing ascent to the upper echelon of modern rock acts 
picks up speed with their second album release Evolve…The exponential growth 
of their power and potential is a phenomenon they’ve successfully parlayed into 
plum festival appearances as well as important placements on high profile 
various artist releases as well as theatrical and television programming….their 
second album Evolve features a dozen songs further establishing them as one of 
the best hard rock acts achieving prominence today… Michael Perlman is a 
singer who gives himself over to every track and manifests his talents differently 
each time out...Rejectionist Front’s songwriting is such that even the personal 
finds a universal resonance – as it should. This New York City four piece has 
passion to burn but Evolve makes it abundantly clear they are a band of the world 
as well.    Music You Can Use 
 
New York City based four piece Rejectionist Front’s second studio album 
Evolve… consolidates their position as one of the rising indie rock outfits 
working today...There are some obviously commercial rock songs included on 
Evolve, but there are some more artful and idiosyncratic tunes included on 
Evolve that often veer past hard rock and into top shelf prog metal reminiscent of 
a harder edged Pearl Jam or Queensryche with a crucial difference coming with 
how Rejectionist Front only boasts a single guitarist rather than two. Produced by 
World2Be Entertainment, Rejectionist Front’s second release has a powerhouse 
presentation guaranteed to capture the attention of both casual and hardcore 
fans….A powerful illustration of the rare vocal strengths they bring… Rejectionist 
Front are quite unlike many rock bands working today and our music world is 
better for it.    Groping Towards Grace  
 



"Evolve" is the title of the twelve-track album of the American rock group 
'Rejectionist Front'... the band concentrates on guitar rock music in the style of 
bands like 'The Clash', 'Red Hot Chili Peppers' and 'Rage Against The Machine'. 
We have always realized that there has always been a large audience for this kind 
of energetic music.   Rootstime  
 
Rejectionist Front has tended to their musical development with all the attention 
you’d expect and have aligned themselves with causes and concerns clearly 
illustrating the importance of conveying their core beliefs through the vehicle of 
popular music. Their second studio album Evolve boasts twelve songs 
showcasing their exponential growth…Rejectionist Front is a four piece band 
with immensely creative rhythm section work and creative guitar playing…the 
band’s appeared on a variety of high profile festival lineups and alongside a 
number of mammoth figures in popular music – the songs on this release bear 
out why…Perlman’s voice reaches some compellingly dramatic levels...inspired 
energy powering his delivery... Perlman’s lyrics bring an expansive, occasionally 
poetic, point of view... guitar work is especially excellent…Sophomore releases 
are often bumpy rides for bands, but Rejectionist Front has blown past that 
potential barrier with every bit of the force you’d expect from this great band. 
Music of the World 
 
The sophomore album from the New York City outfit Rejectionist Front Evolve is 
an aptly titled twelve song ollection that shows the development of the band’s 
musical message keeping pace with its intelligent lyrical subject matter. 
Produced by World2Be Entertainment, the four members bring obvious passion 
and expertise to what they do with a dramatic edge…The band has shared stages 
with a number of important acts, iconic and otherwise, including Joan Baez and 
Immortal Technique, and for good reason – the same spark setting apart those 
aforementioned acts is found in their music and casts a bright light for every 
listener to appreciate…Rejectionist Front does an outstanding job of crafting 
accessible yet highly intelligent near prog metal sans keyboards or synthesizers. 
There’s a more raucous, sometimes bluesy, edge twisting the band’s music a 
little more than you’d hear from similar acts and it’s one of the distinctive 
qualities that helps position Evolve as one of the best guitar-driven albums in 
recent memory. Burned Out Borders  
 
 
Rejectionist Front has scored some important appearances on compilation 
recordings and shared the same stages as legendary acts like George Clinton 
and P-Funk, Joan Baez, and Tom Morello, among others in an obvious 
confirmation of their growing status in the modern music world. Their music… 
takes up the mantle of intelligent hard rock and adds distinctive multi-part vocals 
to their songwriting mix that set them apart from the pack. They also share the 
rare distinction of never overextending things the way some acts in this vein do. 
instead, Rejectionist Front specializes in songs that never run on too long yet 
contain a vast musical world within relatively contained space. Evolve is a wildly 



expressive and musically satisfying ride that their existing fans will embrace and 
new listeners will admire a great deal.  Power Chord Passion  
 
Evolve features twelve songs with impeccable rock credentials, plenty of sonic 
bite, and attention grabbing lead vocals…Rejectionist Front’s second album 
serves up more of the qualities that attracted so much attention on their debut, 
but they’ve opened things up further with Evolve…This is top shelf hard rock for 
the new century.  Hipsters Hippies and Dreamers 
 
New York City based Rejectionist Front’s second album Evolve picks up where 
they left off with their debut Shock the Conscious Mass and take things a step 
further…Fronted by singer/songwriter/activist Michael Perlman, the band sports 
some obvious music influences they spin in a distinctly modern and 
individualistic way. There’s a dozen songs on this album and they avoid the 
dreaded sophomore slump thanks to retaining the same focus on the songwriting 
that made the first album stand out so strongly. Produced by World2Be 
Entertainment, Evolve has an impressive and forceful sound.   
Growing Old With Rock and Roll 
 
If you were to combine Pearl Jam with DOA you might come up with something 
really close to the sound of this album. There is a great range of sounds here. 
There is plenty of variety to keep it interesting. These guys know how to 
construct a solid song, too. All in all, if you dig your rock a bit on the rough 
around the edges, this will be just about the perfect ticket for you.  
Music Street Journal  
 
 
 


